FLEET OPEN/CLOSED SERVICE

Overview

Leveraging Sensitive Private Sector Operational Data To Inform Emergency Response & Business Continuity
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FLEET OPEN/CLOSED SERVICE

Overview
How To Access the Service
Visit the Multi-State Fleet Response Working Group’s website

Under the PRODUCTS/SERVICES tab is the Fleet Open/Closed Service page
On the Fleet Open/Closed Service page, you can:

- Read Benefits
- Watch Video
- CLICK on Apply Now Button to submit a service application
Interested parties can fill out Online Application Form and indicate their method of payment, contact information, organization, other attributes, etc...

The press SUBMIT button at bottom of page
Application Approval Process

Once submitted, the Application is sent to the Fleet Response Working Group Program Office for review and approval.

Credit card users gain immediate access. Checks may also be used w/ standard invoicing process.
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Approved Applicants are sent to this Online Payment page that will accept credit card payments.

Applicants who plan to pay by check are sent an invoice.
Once payment is received, an email is immediately sent to User with their Username and Temporary Password. A link to the LOG-IN page is also included.
The link routes User to the LOG-IN page.

User log in using their Username and Password provide in the email and is routed to the service page.
Welcome to the Fleet Response Working Group Members Only Section

The FLEET OPEN/CLOSED Service is designed to help locate open places of business that provide gasoline/diesel fuel, commodities and essential medications during prolonged power outages within a city, county, state, region or across the United States.

Locations include stores that provide:
- Gasoline/diesel fuel
- Fast food: food/coffee
- Medications
- Medical supplies
- Convenience stores: Milk, bread, eggs, coffee, toilet paper
- Hotel rooms
- Retail stores

To access the service, simply click on the appropriate link below:

1) FLEET OPEN / CLOSED SERVICE: Fleet-open-closed-service/
2) YouTube Video Training Video: http://youtu.be/brHudoaJ9T8
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Fleet Open/Closed Home Page
(Before Data Selections)
Fleet Open/Closed Coverage Map
(US & Canada, Showing “Hotels” Selected)
Montgomery County, MD
(Before Data Selections)

Welcome to the Fleet Open/Closed Service

Locate emergency resources enroute or near the fleet's final destination

Toggle Resource Layer:
- Food
- Fuel
- Hotels
- Pharmacy

Toggle Status Layer:
- Open
- Closed
- Unknown
- Any Status

Future Layers:
- ATMs/Banks
- Federal Data (Restricted)
- Hospitals
- Power Outages
- Retail
- Social Media Fusion
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Welcome to the Fleet Open/Closed Service

Locate emergency resources enroute or near the fleet's final destination

Toggle Resource Layer:
- Food
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Toggle Status Layer:
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- Unknown
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Future Layers:
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- Power Outages
- Retail
- Social Media Fusion